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HEAVILY DEPENDENT ON GERMAN ANTHROP - NATURAL SELECTION - KATASTROPHISM

18 Anthropologists indeed regard the woman as intermediate in development between the child and the man...

38 “more susceptible” to pain

HENCE ONE CAUSE MORE SUGGEST MORE SUICIDE

51 while woman remains nearer the infantile type, man approaches more to the semi-erotic. The extreme ranional tendency of man expresses itself in a larger percentage of genius, insanity and idiocy; woman remains more nearly normal.

176-7 sexuality as human, as play, as imaginative preoccupation

192... in the paper I have pointed out that the interest of man is not held nor the emotions aroused when the subject of attention have grown as familiar in consciousness that the problamatical and elusive elements disappear; and I have also alluded to the laws of sexual life.

192 ... in the paper I have pointed out that the interest of man is not held nor the emotions aroused when the object of attention...
Condition. The nervous system is a necessary preparation to pairing. And just here we must recognize that fact that monogamy is a habit acquired by the race, not because it has answered more completely to the organic interest of the individual, but because it has more completely served social needs, particularly by securing to the woman and her children the undivided interest and providence of the man.

196 although the intimate association and daily familiarity of family life produce affection, they are not favourable to the genesis of romantic love...

-UNFAMILIARITY-

234. Current the more... so long as woman retained her position of economic usefulness and her quasi-independence, she had no local problem, for there never was a chance in primitive society, any more than in animal parity, that a woman shamed so unmated. But when though man's social and economic organization and the male initiated she became dependent, and when in consequence he began to pick and choose... woman had to change her life; and she not only employed the passive arts to intimate with her sex but flashed forth in all the fitter, which had been only a man's accessory in companionship, but which he had dispensed with when he superiorly